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Business Examiner is an important part of law enforcement a powerful tool for business 
and regulatory work shoulder to maintain the business market order and protect the healthy 
development of the region and safeguard the people's diet medication and other aspects of the 
safety of a sacred duty. These belong to the national food and drug areas of life such as 
business and selling adulterated products into cases of illegal expansion and complex trends , 
business auditing the security situation is increasingly grim, the people desire diet drug safety 
and other basic business needs with the Japanese Ju increasing demands , Business Examiner 
regulatory task more arduous. Business Examiner strengthen supervision of abuses and 
punish businesses regulation to ensure stable development of the business market order to 
ensure the stable operation of the business relationship between the national economy and the 
market order has a significant meaning , is a necessary condition for sustained and healthy 
development of the national economy . 
On the basis of full investigation on the current business audit, this system firstly 
analyzed the situation, and then made requirements analysis on the business auditing 
information systems.  Consequently, it determined the participants and use cases in the 
system and used the functional case model to describe the demand of the system. Followed 
by designing system database, this system made system design and realization of final details 
of the various modules. This system developed an inspection information system of B/S 
structure using .NET development platform, which used ASP.NET as a development 
framework, C # as the development language. The front page used Jquery script and database 
used SQL Server 2008. This system separately made description of basic information 
management module, system management module, the business of law enforcement and 
online communication module, to link the inspection of law enforcement and commercial 
businesses. 
















requirements analysis , especially from the viability of the system were analyzed for the 
development of the system to achieve the latter provides the foundation . In the information 
age , the Internet technology affects our lives ubiquitous environment , want to be able to 
develop for this platform Urumqi, professional, sound business information platform 
inspection , inspectors led the majority of law enforcement officers from paper to electronic 
audit inspection work shift , while continuously optimizing our business inspection system, 
promote business development inspectors play a positive role in promoting. 
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